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Abstract
Motivated by M-theory/superstring inspired models, we investigate certain behaviors
of the deflection angle and shadow geometrical shapes of higher dimensional quintessen-
tial black holes associated with two values of dark energy (DE) state parameter, being
ω = −13 and ω = −23 . Concretely, we derive the geodesic equation of photons on such
backgrounds. Thanks to the Gauss-Bonnet theorem associated with the optical met-
ric, we compute the leading terms of the deflection angle in the so-called weak-limit
approximation. After that, we inspect the effect of DE and the space-time dimension
d on such optical quantities. Introducing DE via the field intensity c and the state
parameter ω, we find that the shadow size and the deflection angle increase within
increasing values of the field intensity c. However, we observe that the high dimensions
decrease such quantities for ω-models exhibiting similar behaviors. Then, we consider
the effect of the black hole charge on the calculated optical quantities by discussing
the associated behaviors. The present investigation recovers certain know results ap-
pearing in ordinary four dimensional models.
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flection angle.
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2
1 Introduction
Recently, after the successful observation of the first image of the black hole in the electro-
magnetic spectrum in the center of galaxy M87 [1, 2], there is a continuous improvement of
measurements for much higher resolution in the future [3], since a clear geometrical identi-
fication of the black hole from the first image is not allowed. Subsequently, it is hard to put
aside the theoretical efforts dealing with black hole physics in diverse gravitational theories
and astrophysical mediums.
Black holes involve the natural peculiarity of sucking in surrounding matter in a phe-
nomenon called ”accretion”. This matter, accrediting on the black hole, passes through the
horizon. It has been observed that this gives a dark area on a light background called the
”shadow” of the black hole being based on the so-called gravitational lensing phenomenon.
It turns out that the shape and the size of the light generated by matter, flowing at the
edge of the event horizon, can be determined by the black hole parameters including the
mass and rotation [4]. For non-rotating black holes, it has been found that the shape of
the shadow develops a circular geometry. However, rotating black holes involve non trivial
shapes depending on the rotation parameter [5]. In particular, various black hole models
have been investigated using different methods and approaches including brane physics and
string theory providing investigations associated with extra dimensions [6]. However, in or-
der to understand the observed black hole shadow, gravitational lensing can be a helpful
instrument of astrophysics and astronomy [7, 8]. Precisely, the discovery of dark matter fil-
aments with the help of the weak deflection is an extremely relevant topic since it is very
helpful in the investigation of the Universe structure [9–14].
Besides, it is now widely supposed that only 5% of mass and energy in the universe is
visible and it is well described within the standard model of particle physics [15]. While, the
remaining large hidden part consists of 25% of dark matter and 70% of dark energy (DE),
whose existence and nature are still undetermined [16, 17]. The supposed existence of dark
matter is highly motivated by the non-Newtonian behavior of high velocities of stars at the
outskirts of galaxies. This might imply that visible disks of galaxies are flooded in a much
larger, roughly spherical, halo of invisible matter [18, 19]. For DE, affecting the universe
on the largest scales, the first observational proof for its existence arose from supernovae
measurements. Namely, distant Ia-type supernova explosions point out that a very small
repulsive cosmological constant, i.e., vacuum energy, quintessential field, manifesting repul-
sive gravitational effect, are needful for the explanation of the accelerated expansion of the
recent Universe [20,21]. Similar motivations in favor of DE are also concluded by the Planck
space observatory measurements of the cosmic microwave background [22].
Since the role of the vacuum energy was widely discussed in cosmological models [23,24],
thus, it is also pertinent to consider its role in the physical processes taking place near black
holes, essentially in the vicinity of the black hole horizon. More recently, the physics of
black holes in the presence of such an energy has been extensively developed. Precisely, a
special emphasis has put on quintessential black holes from M-theory/superstring inspired
models [25].
The aim of this work is to contribute to these activities by investigating ceratin optical
behaviors of higher dimensional quintessential black hole (QBH) and estimating the energy
emission rate associated with two values of DE state parameter being ω = −1
3
and ω =
−2
3
. Concretely, we get the geodesic equation of photons on such backgrounds. Using the
Gauss-Bonnet theorem associated with the optical metric, we calculate the leading terms
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of the deflection angle in the weak-limit approximation framework. Varying the space-time
dimension d and introducing DE via the field intensity c and the state parameter ω, we find
that the shadow size and the deflection angle increase within increasing values of the field
intensity c. However, it has been shown that the higher dimensions decrease such quantities
for ω-models exhibiting similar behaviors. Then, we study the effect of the black hole charge
on such computed optical quantities. The present investigation, which recovers some known
four dimensional ordinary results, comes up with certain open questions associated with M-
theory/superstring inspired models where DE could find a possible place supported by extra
dimensions.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we reconsider the study of the non charged
Schwarzschild-Tangherlini solutions in higher dimensions with the presence of quintessential
DE. In particular, we investigate the effective potential and the shadow geometrical behav-
iors of such a QBH. In section 3, we compute and graphically analyse, in some details, the
significant impact of the quintessential energy on the Shwarzschild-Tanglerlini black hole de-
flection angle. In this section 4, we study the effect of the charge of Schwarzschild-Tangherlini
holes on such optical quantities. The section 5 is devoted to the summary of the work and
certain open questions.
2 Shadow behaviors of Quintessential Schwarzschild-
Tangherlini Black hole
In this section, we reconsider the investigation of quintessential Schwarzschild-Tangherlini
holes. Before going ahead, it is now known that the general properties of the universe are
described by assuming that its dynamics are ruled by an energy source, i.e., DE, whose the
physical origin remains unknown. This cosmological component has an energy-momentum
tensor which can be obtained from Friedmann’s equations. A remarkable characteristic
of this antigravitational energy component is its negative pressure which is comparable, in
absolute value, to the energy density. Therefore, whatever its nature is, DE can be effectively
depicted in terms of the pressure and the density. Treated as a perfect fluid with pressure
p and energy density ρ, a parametrization of DE is possible via the introduction of what is
known as the equation of state parameter, being the ratio of its pressure and density
ω =
p
ρ
. (1)
From such an equation of the state, some of the well studied cases of fluids are
• ω = −1 associated with the cosmological constant Λ,
• ω = 0 corresponding to a pressureless regime like non-relativistic matter, i.e.,dust
• ω = 1/3 associated with a radiation.
For a repulsive gravity effect, it appears that, in a homogeneous and isotropic universe, the
corresponding fluid equation of state is ω < −1/3. Therefore the cosmological constant
Λ, or any fluid with equation of state ω < −1/3 accelerates the expansion. One of such
a hypothetical DE fluid is the quintessence. The latter is a dynamical, evolving, spatially
inhomogeneous component (unlike a cosmological constant, its pressure and energy density
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evolve in time). Thus, ω may also do so with equation of state −1 < ω < 0. The smaller is
the value of ω, the greater its accelerating effect. Such a dynamical DE field which is thought
to drive the overall cosmic history of the universe, may also still affect its large structure,
for instance, galaxies, black holes including their thermodynamical and optical aspects.
In the present work, we deal with Schwarzschild Tangherlini black holes generalizing, the
four-dimensional Schwarzschild solution, in the presence of such a quintessential DE [26].
The associated metric takes the following form
ds2 = −fω(r)dt2 + 1
fω(r)
dr2 + r2dΩ2d−2, (2)
where the metric function fω(r) reads as
fω(r) = 1− µ
rd−3
− c
rω(d−1)+d−3
. (3)
The quantity dΩ2d−2 = dθ
2
1 + sin
2 θ21dθ
2
2 + . . .+
∏d−3
i=1 sin
2 θidθ
2
d−2 represents the metric on the
(d− 2)-dimensional unit sphere and µ is related to the black hole masse M by
µ =
16piM
(d− 2)Ωd−2 , Ωd−2 =
2pi
d−1
2
Γ(d−1
2
)
. (4)
c is a positive normalization factor associated with DE intensity given by r(d−1)ω+(d−3). Ac-
cording [27], the Lagrange and the Hamilton-Jacobi equation can be exploited to obtain
the equations of motion generating QBH shadow geometric shapes using the following La-
grangian given by
L = 1
2
gµν x˙
µx˙ν . (5)
The solution of the canonically conjugate momentum gives
dt
dτ
=
E
fω(r)
,
dθd−2
dτ
=
L
r2
∏d−3
i=1 sin
2 θi
, (6)
where E and L are, respectively, the energy and the angular momentum of the test particle
and where τ is the affine parameter along the geodesics. In order to get the geodesic form
of a test particle, one should combine the Hamilton-Jacobi equation and the Carter con-
stant separable method developed in [28]. Using the Carter constant K, certain expressions
associated with photon motion will be needed. Some of them are R(r) and Φi(θi) given by
R(r) = E2r4 − r2fω(r)(K + L2), Φi(θi) = K −
d−3∏
i=1
L2 cot2 θi. (7)
Indeed, the geometric shape of a black hole is totally defined by the limit of its shadow being
the visible shape of the unstable circular orbits of photons. To reach that, one can use the
radial equation of motion which reads as(dr
dτ
)2
+ Veff (r) = 0, (8)
where Veff (r) is the effective potential for a radial particle motion given by
Veff =
fω(r)
r2
(K + L2)− E2. (9)
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The maximal value of the effective potential corresponds to the circular orbits and the
unstable photons required by
Veff =
dVeff
dr
∣∣∣
r=r0
= 0, R(r) = dR(r)
dr
∣∣∣
r=r0
= 0. (10)
Using (10) and (9), we get
Veff |r=r0 =
dVeff
dr
∣∣∣
r=r0
=

fω(r0)
r20
(K + L2)− E2 = 0,
r0f ′ω(r0)−2fω(r0)
r30
(K + L2) = 0.
(11)
2.1 Effective potential behavior
The effective potential of the Schwarzschild-Tangherlini black hole with DE exhibits a max-
imum for the photon sphere radius r0 corresponding to the real and the positive solution of
the following constraint
r0f
′
ω(r0)− 2fω(r0) = 0. (12)
To analyse the effective potential behaviors, we illustrate, in Fig.1, such a potential as a
function of the radial coordinate in arbitrary dimension d and c for two different values of
the state parameter ω, called in the what follows (ω)-models. It is worth nothing that this
matches perfectly with the ordinary case associated with the Schwarzschild spacetime with
a photon sphere radius r0 = 3M in the absence of DE. It has been observed also that the
shadow boundary corresponds to a maximum effective potential value being almost the same
value for the DE state parameter ω = −1
3
and ω = −2
3
. However, the shadow boundary
and the effective potential vary in terms of the radial coordinate for different dimensions d
and c. It has been observed from Fig.1 that the potential for the Schwarzschild-Tangherlini
black hole is relevant than the one surrounded by DE. Moreover, the potential increases
with the dimension d. In this way, the unstable circular orbits become smaller. However,
the (−1
3
) and (−2
3
)-models exhibit the same maximum values showing a universal behavior
with respect to such an effective potential. Another important remark is that the effective
potential asymptote is constant within the large values of the radial coordinate r.
2.2 Shadow behavior
To deal with the photon orbit, we use the two impact parameters η and ξ, having a functional
form in terms of the energy E, the angular momentum L, and the Carter constant K as
follows
ξ =
L
E
, η =
K
E2
. (13)
In this way, the effective potential and the function R(r) can be expressed as follows
Veff = E
2(
fω(r)
r2
(η + ξ2)− 1), R(r) = E2(r4 − r2fω(r)(η + ξ2)), (14)
Using (10) and (14), one can reveal that the impact parameters η and ξ should satisfy
η + ξ2 =
5r20
3fω(r0) + rf ′ω(r0)
. (15)
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Figure 1: The variation of the effective potential as a function of the radial coordinate in different dimension
d, c and two values of ω, for L = 5. In the all panels, the red curve corresponds to the Schwarzschild solutions.
To analyse the relevant data, the table Tab.1 represents the variation of η + ξ2 as function
of the dimension d, the DE state parameter ω and the field intensity c. From this table,
we observe that for fixed values of ω and c, η + ξ2 decreases by increasing the space-time
dimension d in contrary to the lower dimensions. Fixing the dimension d, η + ξ2 increases
by increasing c. Moreover, η + ξ2 decreases by going from the (−1
3
)-model to (−2
3
)-model.
c = 0
ω = −1
3
ω = −2
3
c = 0.1 c = 0.2 c = 0.3 c = 0.1 c = 0.2 c = 0.3
r0 η + ξ
2 r0 η + ξ
2 r0 η + ξ
2 r0 η + ξ
2 r0 η + ξ
2 r0 η + ξ
2 r0 η + ξ
2
d = 4 3 27 3.333 37.037 3.750 52.734 4.285 78.717 3.675 152.982 ... ... ... ...
d = 5 1.302 3.395 1.379 4.021 1.463 4.775 1.555 5.683 1.360 4.427 1.429 6.173 1.519 9.789
d = 6 1.060 1.875 1.117 2.184 1.177 2.536 1.240 2.932 1.093 2.248 1.130 2.771 1.174 3.548
d = 7 0.993 1.479 1.044 1.715 1.098 1.973 1.153 2.249 1.019 1.732 1.050 2.067 1.085 2.525
d = 8 0.976 1.334 1.025 1.539 1.075 1.754 1.125 1.976 1.001 1.546 1.028 1.818 1.061 2.175
d = 9 0.979 1.279 1.026 1.464 1.073 1.651 1.119 1.838 1.003 1.472 1.030 1.714 1.062 2.022
d = 10 0.993 1.267 1.036 1.434 1.079 1.598 1.120 1.757 1.015 1.449 1.042 1.672 1.073 1.947
d = 11 1.011 1.278 1.050 1.427 1.089 1.570 1.125 1.706 1.033 1.451 1.059 1.658 1.088 1.908
Table 1: r0 and η + ξ2 in higher dimensional space-time with DE.
To properly visualize the shadow on the observer’s frame, one should use the celestial
coordinates α and β reported in [29]. Following to [5], the celestial coordinates α and β have
been taken as follows
α = lim
r0→∞
(
−r20P (θd−2)
∏d−3
i=1 sin θ
P (r)
), βi = lim
r20→∞
(
r0P
(θi)
P (r)
), i = 1, . . . , d− 3, (16)
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where r0 is the distance between the black hole and far distant observer, and
[
P (r), P (θd−2), P (θi)
]
are the vi-tetrad component of momentum. Placing the observer on the equatorial hyper-
plane, these equations are reduced to
α = −ξ, β = ±√η. (17)
In this way, equation (15) can be rewritten as
η + ξ2 = α2 + β2. (18)
It is north noting that in the absence of DE, we recover the Schwarzschild result [6]. To
inspect the DE effect on the shadow geometric circular shape, we plot, in Fig.2, the associated
size behavior of (−1
3
) and (−2
3
)-models in arbitrary dimension d as a function of c. It follows
from this figure that DE can be considered as a size shadow parameter. In particular, the
associated size increases by increasing the field intensity c. Similar behaviors are observed
with the DE state parameter. Switching from (−1
3
)-model to (−2
3
)-one, for a fixed c value,
this brings an increasing size circular geometry. Concretely, the present study reveals that
DE leads to a violation of the some bounds suggesting that the Schwarzschild solution is the
biggest of all black holes for given masses [30,31].
However, the increasing of the space-time dimension d reduces the shadow circular size. For
dimensions d > 11, such a size remains constant allowing one to consider d = 11 as a critical
one for the shadow of the Schwarschild-Tanglerlini black hole with DE. It is worth noting that
such a dimension, associated with a known theory called M-theory, has been approached in
connection with dark sector from string axion field [32]. It is should be interesting to unveil
certain links with M-theory in future works by focusing on such a non trivial stringy field.
More inspections, on the photon behavior gravitating around the black hole at the distance
of the photon sphere r0, allow one to consider the ratio
Rc
r0
as a function of the dimension d.
This is illustrated in Fig.3.
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Figure 2: Black hole shadow in the celestial plane (α− β plane) for both models (− 13 ) and (− 23 ) within the
dimension d and the field intensity c. In the all panels, the red circle corresponds to the Schwarzschild black
hole shadow without DE
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Figure 3: Variation of shadow radius Rc over photon sphere radius r0 as a function dimension d, associated
with (− 13 ), (− 23 )-models for different values of the intensity c.
It has been observed that for d > 6 the radius of the photon sphere and the radius of
shadow circle are almost the same. Concretely, they are approximately confused for (−1
3
)
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and (−2
3
)-models for different values c. However, d ≤ 6, the radius Rc is larger with respect
to r0.
2.3 Energy emission rate
Here, we study the associated energy emission rate. Indeed, for a far distant observer the
high energy absorption cross section approaches to the black hole shadow. The absorption
cross section of the black hole oscillates to a limiting constant value σlim at very high energy.
It turns out that the limiting constant value, being approximately equal to the area of photon
sphere, can be expressed as
d2E($)
d$dt
=
2pi2σlim
e
$
Tout − 1
$(d−3), (19)
where $ indicates the emission frequency and where Tout is the Hawking temperature for
the Schwarzschild-Tangherlini with DE [33]. Such a temperature reads as
Tout =
1
4pi
(
d− 3
r
+ c(d− 1)ωr−d(ω+1)+ω+2
)
. (20)
According to [34], for higher-dimensional space-time σlim can be given by
σlim ≈ pi
(d−2)/2Rd−2c
Γ(d
2
)
. (21)
Using (21), we get the expression of the Schwarzschild-Tangherlini black hole energy emission
rate in the presence of DE in higher-dimensional space-time as
d2E($)
d$dt
=
2pi(d+2)/2($Rc)
d−2
(e
$
Tout − 1)Γ(d
2
)
$. (22)
The energy emission rate is illustrated in Fig.4 as a function of $ for different dimensions
and values of the DE intensity c. It is observed from Fig.4 that, when DE is present,
the energy emission rate is lower meaning that the black hole evaporation process is slow.
Besides, we obtain an even slower radiation process by decreasing (increasing) the state
parameter ω (the intensity c). However, increasing the dimension of the black hole implies
a fast emission of particles. This shows that the evaporation of a higher dimensional black
hole is fast compared to the one living in four dimensions. Furthermore, we can notice a
special behavior for certain particular dimensions. For instance, the energy emission rate
for the cases d = 7 and d = 6 for ω = −1/3 and ω = −2/3 models matches perfectly. This
implies that some of the dimensions may show a resistance regarding the change of the state
parameter. Taking into account the studied models, the variation of the energy emission rate
with respect to the space-time dimension shows an intrigued behavior. Comparing the solid
and dashed lines of each panel, one can notice that for 4 6 d 6 7 the emission associated
with the ω = −1
3
is more important than ω = −2
3
. However, for 8 6 d 6 11 the situation is
inverted.
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Figure 4: Energy emission rate for different dimensions d and different values of DE the intensity c where
the red curve represents the case without DE. The straight lines represent the value ω = −1/3 and the dashed
ones are associated with ω = −2/3.
3 Deflection angle behavior of QBH in arbitrary di-
mensions
In this section, we study the behaviors of the deflection angle of Quintessential Shwarzschild-
Tanglerlini black hole by analysing the effect of various parameters including the space-time
dimension d and DE. It is recalled that such an angle can be computed from the relation
Θ = −
∫∫
S∞
KdS, (23)
where K denotes the Gaussian curvature and dS is the surface of the associated optical
metric [35]. It has been shown that this equation can be obtained by combining such a optical
metric and the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. It is noted for a space denoted (DR,χ,g) where DR
is the relevant region with geometrical size R, χ is the associated Euler characteristic and g
is the corresponding Riemannian metric, the Gauss-Bonnet theorem stipulates∫∫
DR
KdS +
∮
∂DR
kdt+
∑
i
ηi = 2piχ(DR). (24)
Here, k is the geodesic curvature given by k = g¯(∇α˙α˙, α¨) where α¨ is the unit acceleration
vector. For R → ∞, the jump angles αs(source) and αO(observer) become αs = αo = pi2 .
The source and the observer interior angles are ηs = pi−αs and η0 = pi−α0. For χ(DR) = 1
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associated with a non-singular behavior, the Gauss-Bonnet theorem reduces to∫∫
DR
KdS +
∮
∂DR
kdt+ η = 2piχ(DR), (25)
where η = ηO + ηs = pi. To obtain the relevant quantities including the Gaussian curvature,
one should consider the equatorial hyperplane θi(i = 1, . . . , d − 3) = pi2 . Using the notation
dθd−2 = dφ2, the metric of the quintessential Schwarschild-Tanglerlini black hole (2) becomes
ds2 = fω(r)dt
2 + fω(r)
−1dr2 + r2dφ2, (26)
where now ds2 denotes the optical metric. For null geodesics ds2 = 0, one gets the optical
metric tensor
dt2 =
1
fω(r)2
dr2 +
r2
fω(r)
dφ2. (27)
In this way, the Gaussian curvature in the presence of DE can be obtained from the equation
K =
R
2
, (28)
where R is the associated Ricci scalar. To get such quantities, the Christoffel symbols are
needed. Indeed, the non-zero Christoffel symbols are given
Γrrr = −
f ′ω(r)
fωq(r)
, (29)
Γrφφ =
1
2
r2f ′ωq(r)− rfωq(r), (30)
Γφrφ =
1
r
− f
′
ω(r)
2fω(r)
, (31)
where one has used f ′ω(r) =
∂fω(r)
∂r
. It is noted that the Ricci scalar for the optical metric
reads as
R = −1
2
(∂fω(r)
∂r
)2
+ fω(r)
∂2fω(r)
∂r2
. (32)
A calculation shows that
fω(r)
∂2fω(r)
∂r2
=−
(
1− µ
rD−3
− c
rω(D−1)+D−3
)(
µ(d2 − 5d+ 6)
rd−1
+ c
(d2(ω2 + 2ω + 1)
rω(d−1)+d−1
− d(2ω
2 + 7ω + 5) + (ω2 + 5ω + 6)
rω(d−1)+d−1
))
,
(33)
together with
(∂fω(r)
∂r
)2
=
(d− 3)2µ2
r2d−4
+
c2
(
d(ω + 1)− (ω + 3))2
r2ω(d−1)+2(d−2)
+
2µc
(
(d− 3)(d(ω + 1)− (ω + 3)))
rω(d−1)+2(d−2)
.
(34)
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Using(28), we obtain
K =− µ(d
2 − 5d+ 6)
2rd−1
+ µ2
(d2 − 4d+ 3)
4r2(d−2)
− c
(d2(ω2 + 2ω + 1)− d(2ω2 + 7ω + 5) + (ω2 + 5ω + 6)
2rω(d−1)+d−1
)
+ cµ
(d2(ω2 + ω + 1)− d(2ω2 + 3ω + 4) + (ω2 + 2ω + 3)
2rω(d−1)+2(d−2)
)
+ c2
(d2(ω2 + 2ω + 1)− d(2ω2 + 6ω + 4) + (ω2 + 4ω + 3)
4r2ω(d−1)+2(d−2)
)
.
(35)
For simplicity reasons, we consider the Gaussian optical curvature up to the leading orders
(O(M2,c2)) given by
K ≈− µ(d
2 − 5d+ 6)
2rd−1
+
− c
(d2(ω2 + 2ω + 1)− d(2ω2 + 7ω + 5) + (ω2 + 5ω + 6)
2rω(d−1)+d−1
)
+ cµ
(d2(ω2 + ω + 1)− d(2ω2 + 3ω + 4) + (ω2 + 2ω + 3)
2rω(d−1)+2(d−2)
)
.
(36)
To determine the deviation from the geodesic, it is useful to use the geodesic curvature
k(γR) = |∇γR γ˙R|, (37)
γR is a geodesic. Assuming that γR = r(φ) = R = const, the radial part of the geodesic
curvature reads as
(∇γR γ˙R)r = γ˙Rφ∂φγ˙Rr + Γrφφ(γ˙Rφ)2. (38)
According to [35], the second term gives∮
∂DR
kdt = pi + Θ. (39)
Using the linear approach of the light ray (r = b
sinφ
) and equation (39), the deflection angle
becomes
Θ = −
∫ pi
0
∫ ∞
b
sinφ
KdS, (40)
where b is called the impact parameter and dS is given by
dS =
√
detg¯
dr
fω(r)
≈ rdr(1 + 3µ
2rd−3
+
3c
r2ω(d−1)+d−3
). (41)
In this way, the deflection angle is approximated as follows
Θ ≈ −
∫ pi
0
∫ ∞
b
sinφ
Krdr. (42)
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Using the result
∫ pi
0
∫∞
b
sinφ
r−n =
√
pinb1−nΓ(n2 )
(n−1)Γ(n+12 )
and the expression of K given in (36), we get
Θ ≈c
√
pi(ω(d− 1) + d− 2)Γ (1
2
(ω(d− 1) + d− 2)) bω(1−d)+3−d
2Γ
(
1
2
(d− 1)(ω + 1))
−
(
cµ
√
pi(d− 1) (ω2(d− 1) + ω(d− 2) + d− 3)
2(ω(d− 1) + 2d− 6)
× Γ
(
1
2
(ω(d− 1) + 2d− 5)) b−d(ω+2)+ω+6
Γ
(
ω
2
(d− 1) + d− 2)
)
+
µ
√
piΓ
(
d
2
)
b3−d
Γ
(
d−1
2
) +O(M2, c2).
(43)
Applying a power series expansion, we obtain the deflection angle of the quintessential
Schwarschild-Tanglerlini black hole
Θ ≈
√
piµb3−dΓ
(
d
2
)
Γ
(
d−1
2
) + cω(d− 1)√pi
4
(A−B) +O(M2, c2, ω2), (44)
where A and B terms are given by
A =
µΓ
(
1
2
(2d− 5)) b6−2d
2Γ(d− 2)
(
(d− 1)
(
2 log(b) + ψ(0)(d− 2)
)
+ (1− d)ψ(0)
(
2d− 5
2
)
− (ω + 2)
ω
)
, (45)
B =
Γ
(
d−2
2
)
b3−d
Γ
(
d−1
2
) (2(d− 2)( log(b)− 1
ω(d− 1) −
1
(d− 2)
)
+
(
ψ(0)
(
d− 1
2
)
− ψ(0)
(
d− 2
2
)))
.
ψ is the polygamma function defined as follows
ψn(z) =
dn
dzn
ψ(z) =
dn+1
dzn+1
ln Γ(z), ψ(0)(z) = ψ(z) =
Γ′(z)
Γ(z)
. (46)
Having computed the deflection angle, we move to analyse and discuss the associated behav-
ior. In particular, we consider the effect of the impact parameter b, DE, and the dimension
on such quantity. In Fig.5, we represent, indeed, the variation of the angle of deflection Θ
as a function of the parameter b in different dimensions d with DE. It follows from such a
figure, based on the top panels one, that Θ decreases by increasing the impact parameter b
and increases by increasing the field intensity c. In the two bottom panels, we observe that
the deflection angle Θ decreases gradually when the dimension of the space-time d increases.
To better visualize such a behavior, we plot in Fig.6 the variation of Θ in terms of dimen-
sions d for fixed values of the impact parameter b.
It follows from this figure that the effect of DE on Θ becomes relevant from D = 5. Such
an angle, being relevant in d = 4, decreases with space-time dimension d. However, for
higher dimensions it is almost constant. Its value increases with the DE intensity field c.
This visible behavior seems to have possible connections with ideas corresponding to DE as
evidence of extra dimensions predicted by M-theory and superstring models.
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Figure 5: Variation of the deflection angle as a function of the parameter b in different dimension d, c and
for two values of ω. In the all panels, the red curve corresponds to deflection of Schwarzschild black hole
without DE.
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Figure 6: Variation of Θ as function of the space-time dimensions d for fixed parameter b = 1.
4 Optical behaviors from the charge effect
In this section, we unveil more behaviors by introducing the charge effect. To start, the
associated metric function fω(r) reads as
fω(r) = 1− µ
rd−3
+
Q2
r2(d−3)
− c
rω(d−1)+d−3
, (47)
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where Q is the charge of the black hole. It has been observed that for d > 4, the solution
of the associated equation generates two radius photon spheres r0(max) and r0(min). This
gives two radius of shadow circles. However, to deal with the shadow behaviors, one should
use the maximum one, as shown in Fig.7. It has been remarked that the charge increases the
shadow size for fixed values of c and ω. A close inspection shows that non trivial behaviors
arise for the charged case compared to the results of the non-charged black hole shadow
presented in Fig.2. In d = 4, we observe that for constant values of the charge and for
d > 4, c = 0 or c > 0.2, the shadow size decreases. However, d > 4 and 0 < c < 0.2 such
behaviors depend strongly on the charge where the shadow size increases. This is probably
due to the competition between the positive charge therm and the negative DE term in the
blacking function in Eq.(47). We expect also that such behaviors could be related with extra
dimensions supporting the discussion of DE from many aspects.
To go deeply in such an analysis related to the charge black hole effect, we use the same
precedent procedure to evaluate the deflection angle behavior. Using (27) and the metric
function fω(r) of the charged black solution, we get the optical metric in higher dimensional
space-time. Similar calculations show that the Gaussian curvature of the optical charged
black hole up to leading orders (O(M2,c2)) can be given by
K ≈ (2d2 − 11d+ 15)Q2r4−2d − µ (d2 − 5d+ 6)
2
(
3Q2r7−3d + r1−d
)
− 1
2rω(d−1)
(((
d2 − 2d+ 1)ω2 + (2d2 − 7d+ 5)ω + (d2 − 5d+ 6) )r1−d
+Q2
( (
d2 − 2d+ 1)ω2 + (d− 1)ω + (3d2 − 15d+ 18) )r7−3d
− µ (d2 − 2d+ 1)ω2 + (d2 − 3d+ 2)ω + (d2 − 4d+ 3) r4−2d)c.
(48)
It is remarked that this result recovers the Gaussian curvature of optical four dimensional
charged black hole presented in [36] and the higher dimensional case investigated in the
previous section. Exploiting a power series expansion, we obtain the deflection angle
δ ≈Θ− Q
2
12
√
pib6−3d
(
12bdΓ
(
2d−3
2
)
Γ(d− 2) +
b3
Γ
(
3d−7
2
)(c(D + E + F)+ 6(2− d)µ))
+O(M2, c2, ω2),
(49)
where one has
D = d2
(
6 log(b)− 3ψ(0)
(
3d
2
− 4
)
+ 3ψ(0)
(
1
2
(3d− 7)
))
, (50)
E = d
(
−18 log(b) + 9ψ(0)
(
3d
2
− 4
)
− 9ψ(0)
(
1
2
(3d− 7)
)
+ 2− 6
)
, (51)
F =
(
12 log(b)− 6ψ(0)
(
3d
2
− 4
)
+ 6ψ(0)
(
1
2
(3d− 7)
)
− 2+ 12
)
, (52)
and where Θ is nothing but the deflection angle of non-charged QBH (44). For d = 4, we
recover the same result for the charged black hole [36,37].
In the figure Fig.8, we illustrate the charge effect on the deflection angle. For a fixed charge
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Figure 7: Shadow of charged black hole whit DE (− 13 )-model and (− 23 )-model in different dimension d as
a function of c. In the all panels, the red circle corresponds to the Schwarzschild black hole shadow without
DE and charge (d = 4, c = 0, Q = 0).
value, the variation δ in terms of the impact parameter and the field intensity c remain the
same as the neutral case. Thus means that the δ decreases gradually within b. However, we
can easily notice that the growth of c increases δ. The left right panel indicates that when
the charge Q increases the deflection angle δ decreases.
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Figure 8: Variation of δ as function of dimensions d in Different value c and for fixed parameter b and Q.
In the all panels, the gray dashed line curve corresponds to the Schwarzschild black hole shadow without DE
and charge in d = 5.
5 Conclusion
Motivated by M-theory/superstring inspired models, we have investigated certain behaviors
of the deflection angle and shadow circular shapes of higher dimensional QBH associated with
ω = −1
3
and ω = −2
3
models. In particular, we have derived the complete geodesic structure
of photons around such black holes using the Hamilton-Jacobi equation and Carter’s constant
separable method. Linking the celestial coordinate to the geodesic equations and plotting
the black hole shadow shape within the field intensity c and the dimension of the space-time
d, we have found that d decreases the shadow size. However, DE increases such a geometrical
size. Moreover, we have computed the energy emission rate of the black hole by assuming
that the area of the photon sphere is equal to the high-energy absorption cross-section. Then,
we have analyzed the effect of the DE state parameter c and the space-time dimension d on
such a quantity.
In the second part of the present work, we have have approached the weak deflection
angle of light of such higher dimensional QBH. This has been done by determining the
corresponding optical Gaussian curvature. Using the Gauss-Bonnet theorem associated with
the optical metric, we have calculated the leading terms of the deflection angle in the weak-
limit approximation. Besides, we have discussed the impact of DE and the space-time
dimension d on such a optical quantity.
In the last part, we have analyzed the effect of the charge Q on all the above-computed
18
quantities providing non trivial behaviors.
This work comes up with many questions. The natural one is to make contact with
evidence of DE from extra dimensions. We hope to address such a question in future by
considering M-theory analysis associated with axion universe. Moreover, based on the event
telescope and black hole investigations, one could say that one involves new and powerful
tools to approach the so called new physics beyond standard model.
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